
Implementing  
SD-WAN DIY vs. 
Managed Services

Considering a new WAN solution can be intimidating. Especially when that new solution is moving
to SD-WAN. While some individuals may have been through an implementation in a past company,
most will be undertaking this project for the first time. That means that while many providers
promise simple installs and zero-touch deployment, preparing a network for a complete overhaul is
more of a task than many are ready for.

Day 0
Designing the SD-WAN configuration
is intricate and full of dependencies.
On average, our highly technical expert
engineers spend over 200 hours on a
100-site customer before deployment
even kicks off.

Deployment
QOS has automated the entire device
configuration process from start to
finish, cutting the time down from an
average of 30 manual minutes per
device, to 1 device every 30 seconds.

Ongoing Management
Managing just SD-WAN requires more
than uptime/downtime and application
performance. SD-WAN becomes
a critical data source for network
management. But you have to know
how to tap that data and leverage it.

Ability to Maintain TIGHT control

Rapid add or remove locations

Reporting tools built for platform

Stay focused on CORE business needs

Achieve large scale cost savings

Scale back operating costs after deployment

Path to a Successful SD-WAN Rollout
Achievable with DIY?Requirements

Internal process flexibility

Acquiring more staff to complete a project

Go beyond staff competencies

Deliver with limited IT staf or field staff



Purpose-Built for Network Success
QOS Networks is purpose-built for SD-WAN and network 
success. We’ve invested heavily in not just the human element 
and the knowledge that comes with that, but the operational 
maturity that is required for sustainable network management. 
Backed with ITIL processes, we protect customers from 
things like predictable outages, configuration management 
and drift, change management, carrier ticketing and circuit 
management. Giving the IT team the ability to get back to their 
core strategy and pursue new goals.

100 Sites Customers 
Sees an Average

with SD-WAN + QOS 
Networks

$1M Saved over 
3 Years

DIY QOS Networks
Customer manages or adds resources, 
tools, and processes 

QOS manages or adds resources, tools and 
processes

CustomerÕs IT team is solely responsible 
and accountable

QOS is the Òone back to patÓ or Òone throat 
the chokeÓ

QOS executes strategic and tactical IT 
functions

Deployment is manual, and each step is 
cumbersome

QOS has deployed tens of thousands devices. 
Quality control steps in place ensure accurate 
& complete deployment

product
QOS makes data-driven improvements to 
existing processes

their time and their knowledge who live and breathe SD-WAN

Hourly cost per hour Monthly or annual predictable cost

Largest deployments means QOS has front of 
the line access, updates, and sits on Advisory 
Board

Ongoing for life of agreement

Working with QOS Networks

QOS Networks Handles the 
Holistic Network
Professional Services and QOS Network Designers l Complete Network Design l QOS 
Automated inDeploy solution l Handles Config, Logistics, and Shipping l QOS Ongoing 
Management with Global NOC l Handles All Monitoring and Management

For more information, visit us at qosnet.com


